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Scarlet Marigolds

State Highway 118
cuts through the farmlands
of California’s Simi Valley,
past a field of blatantly orange flowers.
Sun-gilded, thigh-high blossoms lurch
across the flat acres
to the toes of the foothills
but never cozy up to the likes of
household daffodils or irises.

These are special flowers,
these scarlet marigolds.
Raised for seeds.
Bred for industrial duty.
Selected and shipped round the world,
these beauties are not for vases
on dining room tables.
No florist will bind
them in fancy arrangements
with baby’s breath and daisies.

These are purposeful flowers,
these scarlet marigolds.
Sterling genetic planning
created a blossom so rich in pigment
one touch leaves fingers coated orange.
A few petals added to the sterilized diet
of a sterilized, groundless chicken
turns the pale, thin-yellow yolk
a palate-fooling natural gold.